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A nomadic artist with humble beginnings and a grateful future, Perrin Marie has

enjoyed success in her young career and is published globally as a model and

photographer. 

Just six months ago Perrin had her first solo exhibition, Art & Body, and now

excitedly awaits her second as a selected artist of Soliloquy International Art

Festival in Barcelona, Spain. 



Congratulations for being selected as an artist

for our interview program. You include

recycled material in your works. Do you feel

any mission as an artist?

How do you convey messages with your

audiences?

Artists have a social responsibility to use their

medium and platforms to provoke thought

while doing no harm. Combining my

responsibility as an artist, human and

environmentalist, I’ve created a photo project

entitled “The Doll House Collection”. The self-

portrait collection is home to several series

accomplished with fashion and photosets from

recycled materials. Inspired by the collective

blind eye of world leaders and community

members regarding global warming and waste,

it is my hope that the collection will provoke

viewers to reconsider, reuse and recycle. 

One of the many reasons I fell in love with

photography was the many channels of

communication it offered. I’ve always felt that

my voice was small, that I had to fight for the

attention of my audience but photography

amplifies me, making my thoughts and opinions

larger and longer than life. Blurry borders of

reality are the most consistent theme

throughout my work and has proven a

wonderfully useful way to capture one's

attention. With composition, I tell stories, with

light and shadow I emote, and occasionally I use

hand-drawn symbols to highlight my purpose.

You attended many international art programs.

Which one is most special for you?



What is the next move for your art? Solo

show, residency or festivals...

Of the fantastic opportunities I've been given

from patrons and galleries, I would like to

extend a special thank you to The Fruit, an

award-winning American gallery in Durham,

North Carolina that serves as a safe haven for

the local arts community. The Fruit has

financially supported my past endeavors,

gifted me with an Artists Residency, hosted

my first solo exhibition, and continues to allow

me to explore my imagination within its walls. 

It's my experience that the harder I work, the

more opportunities find me, like an

acknowledgment gift from the universe for

my diligence. Who am I to say no to a gift from

the universe? 

 I’m consciously creating and promoting my

second solo exhibition, and subconsciously

creating my first photo book featuring the

same works. Pieces of The Doll House

Collection have been published and printed

internationally by fifteen magazines, and it is a

great honor to have the collection recognized

by nonprofit curators such as The Bold

Modern. 

Did you enjoy cooperating with us? The Bold

Modern will be realized at many

international art festivals around Europe.

Would you like to join us?

When I received notification that The Bold

Modern was interested in my work, I called

my Mom immediately to share my excitement

and we squealed together. To be represented

beside so many other talented artists gives me

a vibrant joy that does not fade with time. I

hope to continue collaborating and bring The

Bold Moderns’ ultimate vision to reality. 

www.theperrinmarie.com


